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Pursued
Lynsie Fox has what she considers to be a perfect life. Married to Lincoln, a military
pilot, she's living the Army life she's always loved. Being a sucker for great love
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stories, Lynsie makes it her mission to find Lincoln's best friend and co-pilot, Dax
Adams, a good woman. Losing the one woman he's ever loved, Dax attempts to be
a good sport by playing along in Lynsie's match-making scheme. However, Dax is
certain he will never get the woman of his dreams. But life doesn't always fly
smoothly. When turbulence strikes, Lynsie watches her world crash and burn
around her, leaving her empty with broken wings. Despite her grief, can she mend
the pieces back together and learn to fly again?

Anywhere But Here
Engine 81
The authors of this book explain the differences between managing by the 3-Ps
(Proximity, Position, and Persuasion) and the 3-Cs (Clarity, Consistency, and
Connectivity). Leaders who employ the 3-Ps manage with a focus on the individual.
Leaders who use the 3-Cs, however, manage by weaving personal leadership
techniques with a process of managing the business or organization that has
proven extremely effective during the decade since it was introduced. It's a way to
lead a company or organization that leaves a legacy of sustained growth and
success for those who come after the leader to latch onto and continue. The book
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is written as a business novel. What is learned on the protagonist's journey is
expanded upon in a lesson at the conclusion of each chapter. Readers are then
invited to assess their own legacy potential by completing a self-assessment. The
management process this book contains is now being employed successfully not
only by small and medium size businesses, but also by Fortune 500 companies,
successful municipalities, and the United States Army.

Tu Ciudad Los Angeles
This fast moving tale of Christian fiction joins the inquisitive nature of youth with
the instinctive spirit of a dog to address universal evil. Here is an adventure where
adults are returned to their times of childhood wonderment, a time before their
dreams were dismissed through the cynical eyes of adulthood. Their journey, with
all of its moral complexity and tough decisions, reveals some of life's very special
gifts previously laid to rest before the altar of despair and bewilderment.
Chowbingo and his companions operate beneath the radar of this book's adult
characters as they enter into an open relationship with Val, a pre-teen youth. Do
we know that heaven is for real? Do dragons watch angels fall through space? Join
with his companion Val, as he struggles through his adolescent youth to learn the
secret to unlocking a door to those promised gifts and treasures which have always
been his, just for the asking. Learn, from this simple tale, how to move from failure
and confusion to peace and satisfaction, no matter if rich or poor, young or old.
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Come with Chowbingo, in this family friendly book, and travel to places where you
will discover that truth can truly be stranger than fantasy.

Forever and Ever: Volume Six
The exciting sequel to JADE DARCY AND THE AFFAIR OF HONOR. At first, expecting
her new job to be easy, Jade Darcy is oblivious to the religious strife wracking the
world of Restaapa. Jade and Megan Cafferty, her employer, discover that the
Restaapans are in the process of choosing a new heir to the throne. During this
process, the candidates hatch plots against anyone they see as a danger to their
victory. Each one of them will go to any extreme, even murder, to assure his
election as Restaapa’s heir. Jade and Megan are pegged as threats that must be
eliminated. And Jade has the difficult task of restoring order to Restaapa as well as
protecting her own life. "You'll have to go a long way to find a more addictive
heroine."--Spider Robinson

Primitive Need
Fallon and her team need answers. But before they can storm the PAC base on
Earth, they need to find supplies and deal with Fallon's memory loss. Fallon's
dreams aren't helping matters. If they're memories that her brain is trying to
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reconstruct, her brain is just going to have to work harder at making some
sense.Either way, once they arrive at Earth, all bets are off. As soon as they steal
the information they need, it will be kill or be killed. Elite intelligence operations
don't issue polite warnings.

Crash
An allegorical dystopian tale of a small society of humans divided by culture and
religion. After an unexpected catastrophe, they are forced to work together for
their survival. Along the way, a group of mysterious creatures appear and help the
humans establish a new, flourishing Community. In this Community, the humans
live in abundance and peace. That is, until the death of a Community leader and
the ensuing corruption, manipulation, and greed threaten to destroy their way of
life. Eventually, a small group of humans emerge to save the Community but soon
find themselves struggling with the question: How can you revolt when you don't
know you are a slave? A reflection on topics such as corporate exploitation,
political corruption, police brutality, government surveillance, and many other
pertinent social issues.

Fragments
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From the concert stage to the dressing room, from the recording studio to the
digital realm, SPIN surveys the modern musical landscape and the culture around it
with authoritative reporting, provocative interviews, and a discerning critical ear.
With dynamic photography, bold graphic design, and informed irreverence, the
pages of SPIN pulsate with the energy of today's most innovative sounds. Whether
covering what's new or what's next, SPIN is your monthly VIP pass to all that rocks.

Salsa Dancing into the Social Sciences
Atlanta
It's 1937, the eve of World War II. At twenty-six years old, Rezsi Lehrer leaves
Munkacs, a small charming city located deep within a remote corner of the
Carpathian mountains and travels alone to the United States. War breaks out and
Eastern European borders are sealed. Rezsi's family is trapped in Czechoslovakia
and the packages she sends home are returned unopened. When the war ends,
Rezsi discovers her parents, two brothers and scores of relatives perished in the
Holocaust. Gypsy Music Street is the story of one woman's endless sorrow and guilt
she suffers at the loss of her family, the family she left behind "to die alone." Yet
she still yearns to return to her town, "the little Paris of the East," to see it just one
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more time. But after the war, countries borders are redrawn and Mukacevo is no
longer located in Czechoslovakia. It becomes completely closed off within the iron
grip of the Soviet Union and the political climate is one of Cold War. Mukacevo is
off limits for travel. As the years pass, Rezsi reminisces, sharing her longing and
grief about the past with her daughter Bobbie. And when she dies an old woman,
her dream unfulfilled, Bobbie is driven by her own loss and grief to make this
journey home for her mother, and for herself. Adventures in Budapest, Ukraine and
Israel make Gypsy Music Street an enthralling memoir of love and loss. Yet, it is
also a story of the overwhelming joy a daughter experiences when she travels back
in time and discovers her own torn roots.

Leaving Home, Going Home, Returning Home
Leave It to the Apes
A candid insight to the feelings a young man has when called upon to be a soldier
and facing the horrors of war.

The Train Keeps Leaving Without Me
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Description"From Agoraphobia to Zen," is the author's true story of her lifelong
struggle with panic attacks, agoraphobia and food addiction. On the dawn of the
millennium she makes a decision to break the cycle of mental illness that
destroyed her mother and threatens her own life. This authentic, sometimes, brutal
journey takes the reader from trauma to comedy, from a Brooklyn housing project
to the Hawaiian Islands and from fear to hope. Armed with her mother's journal
and a deep desire to be healed, she uses spiritual guides, imagination and
hypnotism to uncover the secrets and lies that both mother and daughter kept.
This powerful memoir, filled with fascinating people and compelling photographs is
intensified by a genuine sense of time and place, and the author's belief that it's
possible to triumph against mental illness. About the AuthorMarilyn Maya Mendoza
was born and raised in Williamsburg Brooklyn, New York City. For the last 35 years
she has lived in Makaha, the sunny west side of Oahu, Hawaii, where she teaches
English as a second language and writes. She has four grown children, a supportive
partner Jackson and an adopted Havanese dog named Chic. Her hobbies include
dancing, traveling and eating French toast; not necessarily in that order.

Billboard
Leaving It All Behind is a true travel tale told in real time during one family's
voyage around the world. It is distinctly not just a recitation of foreign people and
places but speaks intimately about a diversity of experiences and ultimately about
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how much more there is to life than a fancy job title and big paycheck. From time
spent as barge captains in France and organic farmers in Italy to days and nights in
South African and Nepalese orphanages, and from remote beaches in Croatia and
India to the Mekong River and caves of rural northern Thailand, Leaving It All
Behind really chronicles a kindred journey from a conventional lifestyle to
something more balanced and harmonious, maybe, something more fulfilling.
Perhaps, even, to something more real.

Leaving It All Behind
One of the greatest examples of a truly successful life we have in Scripture is
Joshua. Throughout Exodus, Numbers, and Deuteronomy, Joshua is described as
Moses' minister. He was always following the example and leadership of Moses, the
man God appointed to lead the children of Israel out of Egypt and into Canaan.
Joshua was then chosen to succeed Moses as the new leader of Israel and bring
them into the Promised Land. Joshua was not chosen because of a royal lineage or
his status in nobility. He had neither of these. He was chosen, I believe because of
some very key character qualities that he had. And these characteristics brought
God's blessing and success in his life - and in the lives of those around him. As we
look at his life, there is an awesome statement said about him in the middle of the
book of Joshua. This statement is the basis of this book: "As the Lord commanded
Moses his servant, so did Moses command Joshua, and so did Joshua; he left
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nothing undone of all that the Lord commanded Moses." (Joshua 11:15) Notice that
part I put in bold: "he left nothing undone." This was not his assessment. Neither
was it the assessment of his peers. This is the observation that God made and
recorded for us. Joshua's testimony was that of accomplishing everything that he
was supposed to do. As we look at this thought of "leaving nothing undone," I am
not suggesting that you can do everything that you want to do or everything that
others want you to do. I am saying that when you find what God wants you to do,
develop the right character, and work in God's strength; you can do everything
that God wants you to do.

Becoming Kerry
A mysterious hacker rampages his way across Washington DC on a strange, singleminded quest: to draw Adam Clark, the Secretary of the tyrannical Central Admin,
out into the open for public humiliation. When the hacker's threats begin to
materialize, Adam realizes he only has one recourse, his new protege Annalise
McLean and her considerable computer prowess. However, the rebel organization
Vérité, for which Annalise works as double-agent, has also become embroiled in
the hacker's vendetta which threatens to derail Vérité's own coup against Central
Admin. To make matters worse, a key member of Vérité's leadership disappears at
a critical moment, leaving them scrambling to recover. Casualties mount on both
sides, the agents of Central Admin begin to close in, and Anna's hunt for the
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hacker leads down ever darker and more terrifying paths. She soon finds that her
faith in her new Vérité friends and the ideals they believe in will be stretched to the
absolute limit as she struggles to find her place.

Broken Wings
The Bennet family changed dramatically when Mr Bennet nearly lost his life. The
rekindled love between him and his wife encouraged a unifying bond amongst their
five daughters. Their story unfolds as each eligible young lady walks down the
aisle, taking her husband's hand and forever leaving the name of Bennet behind.
Alexander Fitzwilliam, Viscount Primrose, has had his share of difficulties in dealing
with society, including near scandal that could now cause him more heartache
than when the rumors first began two years ago. Why? Miss Mary Bennet. Since
the day he first saw her sitting beside the road covered in mud, he has not been
able to put her out of his mind, and very soon his heart as well. Despite his
determination in pursuing her good opinion, his attentions are not well received.
Would the coming Season in London and summer at Pemberley be any different, or
would she continue to avoid any further connection?

Awakening
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This book is both a handbook for defining and completing a research project, and
an astute introduction to the neglected history and changeable philosophy of
modern social science.

Touch of Shadow
Confessions of a Shower Tapper - The Ultimate Guide to Living your Purpose using
EFT A self-help inspirational book that shares universal truths with all those who
have a dream and who are daring enough to live those dreams. It's the biggest
adventure you can take! Through hard work, perseverance, and faith, you can take
that big leap. But what happens when the going gets tough'cause it will! What
happens when the phone isn't ringing and the money isn't coming in? What then?
Do yougive up? Do you give in to the overwhelm? To the limiting beliefs? To the
self doubt? Heck no! That's when the tapping starts and the focus comes
through.In her upcoming book, This book shares the journey of leaving a safe and
comfortable job to living a purpose as a Spiritual Teacher and Healer. The author
takes you through 21 "confessions" to getting there with the help of EFT
(Emotional Freedom Technique). Confessions mean having to admit your truths.
Living in your truth commits to living in the present energy, when all is flowing and
all is at one with the universe. This is when we can get to the very core of who we
are. Her first confession tapping in the shower! She shares this technique as one of
the best and easiest ways to tap the fears and doubts out of the body. These
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confessions are universal to all. Confessions of a Shower Tapper: The Ultimate
Guide to Living your Purpose using EFT, will teach you how to live your purpose in
life using the Emotional Freedom Technique, also known as EFT, or tapping. EFT is
on the cutting edge of alternative healing and medical treatments. It is one of the
few modalities that recognizes that beneath just about every physical problem lies
an unresolved emotional issue. EFT works to remove these emotional issues and
free us to move beyond these blockages. This book is aimed at reaching those who
have a passion in life but can't get beyond the limiting beliefs that keep them
stuck. It offers the skills to work through the overwhelm, the doubt, and the fear,
providing you with the confidence to take that leap.

JuStice
Continuing the Primitive series with book 2 Ten years ago, Logan's life changed
when the Blackhawk helicopter he was flying went down over Afghanistan. The
pain immediately hit him, intensifying and running down his arm, and when he
woke up, he realized he'd become part of a military experiment complete with
robotic arm and superhuman strength. After leaving the military, he returned to his
hometown of Bon Teche, Louisiana to live a quiet life as the town's sheriff, but the
mayor has other plans for him. Mayor O'Connor's only daughter, Hadley, is blessed
with powers she can't understand or control, and the old man fear for her life and
his sanity. When he hires Logan to be her personal bodyguard, no one expects
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immediate sparks to fly between the two. Headstrong and spoiled, Hadley does not
like being followed around by someone who watches her every move, and what
she hates even more is the fact she can't trust herself around Logan or the way he
makes her feel. Logan knows he can't live without her, but convincing Hadley of
that is next to impossible. With danger swirling all around them, Logan makes his
feelings known, but Hadley has a secret which could destroy them both. As her
secrets are revealed, she and Logan become entangled with the Maddux clan, a
group of shape shifting tigers who want Hadley for their own purposes. Deep in the
Atchafalaya Basin, Logan is determined to protect Hadley and to satisfy her
Primitive Need. *Content Warning: Intended for 18+ Audience, may contain explicit
details or scenes

Fathers of the Kingdom
In this second volume of the new APTS Press Monograph Series, Dr. Russ Turney
presents a compelling case study of why some missionaries leave the field far too
soon. Normal attrition occurs because of health problems, retirement, or the
obvious call of God to go elsewhere. However, Turney notes that far too often
missionaries leave due to interpersonal conflicts with their colleagues or nationals,
problems with authority and other issues that, Turney contends, could be
significantly reduced. He then presents an excellent strategy for dealing with these
and other issues, enabling missionaries to continue in their calling long term and
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finish well. This strategy will help equip not only missionaries and mission leaders
from both the West and the Majority World, but also pastors and church members
who love and support missionaries and who want to learn how to strengthen them
better through prayer and action. Anyone who shares the warm hearted conviction
that missionaries can and should leave a legacy will benefit from this book. From
the Foreword. . .

Gypsy Music Street
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication
and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard
publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest
music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.

Leave a Legacy
For everyone who has dreamed of leaving home and planting new roots, or is
returning after a lengthy absence, this is the book that inspires, encourages, and
reminds you that home is wherever you are.

From Agoraphobia to Zen
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This book will answer the following questions:Is a Spiritual Covering
necessary?How do we separate from a Spiritual Covering?Is there a guide that will
help us deal with the pain we will experience from a Paternal separation?What is
considered a legitimate separation?What happens after you disconnect from a
Spiritual Father?Is it legitimate to unite myself to another Covering?To these
questions and others, Pastor and Prophet Eric Fontanez will answer based on his
biblical knowledge and Ministerial experience. He teaches us that every believer
has the task and responsibility to find a covering that understands their potential,
but that at the same time can impart a Spiritual DNA that will keep living in them
for future generations. The Fathers of the Kingdom of this generation, need wisdom
to choose wisely in whom they can deposit and impart their Spiritual inheritance.
We recognize that not everyone who calls themselves a Spiritual Son will fulfill his
obligation, but true Spiritual sons will be formed and prepared by a Father of the
Kingdom.Eric Fontanez obtained his Theological Masters Degree from the Christian
University in the city of Paterson NJ. He has traveled to different nations sharing
and preaching the message of salvation and restoration that is only found in our
Lord Jesus Christ. He lives on Orlando, FL along his wife Brunilda, and his two
children named Caleb and Briana Fontanez.

Where Two Hearts Meet: Two Sweet Something Teashop
Novellas
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Improve your relationships, manage your stress, gain self-esteem, be successful at
work, and much more. Through this book's simple rule of three, you will learn what
thousands of Dr. Osit's patients have learned over his 40-year career: The life you
want is achievable. Follow Dr. Osit's advice, and live a happier, more fulfilling life.
While helping his patients navigate various aspects of life, Dr. Osit made a startling
discovery: A three-point action plan consistently enables patients to resolve issues
and experience personal growth. One suggestion was not enough. Two left room
for error. Four was overwhelming. But three seemed to stand together, like a
tripod. Each chapter covers a life function and contains three practical suggestions
that you can use to achieve happiness, freedom, and self-fulfillment. A few
examples of chapter topics are: relationships, work ethic, identity, and
competence. Dr. Michael Osit is a practicing psychologist with over 40 years of
experience working with patients. He frequently presents seminars and workshops
for mental health professionals, parents, medical residents, and educators on a
variety of topics. Dr. Osit is also the author of the groundbreaking book,
"Generation Text: Raising Well-Adjusted Kids In An Age of Instant Everything."

Confessions of a Shower Tapper
Book one "Park Trot" free for a limited time. ***ALSO AVAILABLE IN THE KINDLE
STORE***BOOK 1 OF THE SROS SERIES (Bestseller 2015) : PARK TROTBOOK 3 OF
THE SROS SERIES (Bestseller 2016): MIRACLE BOOK 2 OF THE STANDING ROOM
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ONLY STABLES SERIES After an amazing end to last year's show season, things at
SROS stables are slowly settling down. Zoey and Lynn are getting used to the more
relaxed pace while awaiting the arrival of Justice, a free-spirted, Half-Arabian mare
from Ariel Farms. When the truck pulls up the gravel road, and Lynn's object of
affection, Chase, unloads the newest arrival, everything at SROS stands still. From
her silver fur to her enormous black eyes, it's obvious that this mare's beauty is a
force to be reckoned with. Yet, when the training begins, the boisterous mare
refuses every one of Doug's tactics. She even throws in a few new tricks that leave
him scratching his head. Fearing Justice's safety if he continues, Doug is about to
throw in the towel and give up. However, Chase steps up and makes a decision
that will change the fate of SROS forever.Uneasy with the bond between her and
Justice, Zoey decides to reach out for a second opinion about Lightning's diagnosis.
The results shock everyone, and Zoey is forced to decide on a different path for his
future. Lynn, Doug, Cindy, and Chase rally together to support her in this difficult
decision, leaving her with the realization that she finally has the family she's been
searching for. As the first show closes in, Rumble and Lynn are the only duo on the
entry list. Everyone's emotions are on edge, and anger and jealousy might just
destroy some budding relationships. Will SROS make it through the first show of
the season with both Lynn and Zoey in the ring? Or, will their National
Championships be forgotten, collecting dust on the crumbling SROS shelves?

Not for Queen and Country
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Otto Klein is a young man living in Singen, Germany at the start of World War II.
His life-long ambition is to be a train engineer. After passing his examinations for
the Railroad Institute, Otto is accepted into the school. His father, the chief of the
Singen fire department, believes that Otto will follow in his footsteps and become a
fireman. Otto chooses instead to follow his dream of becoming an engineer and in
the process, ignites the anger of his father. Just before leaving Singen he meets
Drina, a gypsy whose prophecy of marriage and children shakes him to his very
core. After leaving Singen, Otto embarks on a career of improbable travels and
dangerous missions that carry him closer and closer to the fulfillment of Drina's
prophecy. Engine 81 is a story of family bonds ripped apart by pride and anger and
the redemption of those bonds in the face of near certain death.

Leaving Your Leadership Legacy
The dead aren't staying buried in King City. Amber is called to investigate the
discovery of a newly-murdered young woman, whose death was part of an occult
ritual. This case is anything but routine: the woman was only murdered 24 hours
ago but her ghost has been haunting Amber for the past three months. Now the
ghost has vanished and is unavailable for questioning, leaving Amber with a body
but no leads. That isn't the only danger the city faces. The dead have begun to
rise, heralding the arrival of something even worse. A young boy bears the same
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demon mark as Amber, leaving him vulnerable to demonic possession. His soul
hangs in the balance between life and a fate worse than death. Something wicked
this way comes. And it's ready to raise hell.

Chowbingo
An anthology of essays, newspaper articles, magazine stories written by Michael
Brick with added commentary by colleagues and acquaintances.

The Demon Maelstrom
Kerry Sanderson's life is falling apart. He's crushing himself to fit into the boxes
others have put him in: dutiful son, good boyfriend, real man. But even the small
rebellions he's fought for himself-moving into a sketchy part of town and becoming
an exotic dancer-aren't giving him the freedom he needs. Ewyn Garrity, a security
guard at the gay club where Kerry dances, has found himself in protecting others.
Everyone thinks he's straight, but Ewyn doesn't fit into simple boxes, either. When
he meets Kerry, he makes a not completely innocent offer of company after work.
Ewyn and Kerry hit it off, each finding something he desperately needs in the
other. But when Kerry is forced to confront the pain and self-doubt that keep him
crushed in his boxes, he's afraid that no one, not even Ewyn, will be able to love
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who he is when he finally, truly becomes Kerry. (M/M, M/GQ)

Global Rhythm
Skye begins to believe that she and Cayson can never work out their differences.
The rest of the gang becomes just as irritated with Cayson, and Skye feels better
knowing she isn’t alone. Despite the advances the handsome Ward makes toward
her, she insists there’s only one man who will ever have her heart. But that
changes when Skye spots Cayson doing something she can never forgive. Cayson
keeps going back and forth in his debate about Skye. He knows he loves her, but is
that enough to put the past behind him? When Sean comes to his apartment for
another talk, he tells Cayson something that will forever change his life. And it
might be enough to get his head on straight. Roland’s life is coming together when
he’s offered a promotion at his job. With a paycheck coming in and enough money
to get his own place, everything is falling into place. But when he attends a party
with Heath, Skye makes a comment about Heath that he can’t shake off. Conrad
turns to his father for yet another favor, but he isn’t sure if his dad will help him
once again.

Tricycle
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AWAKENING is a story of eleven rising-star managers who gather together in a
secluded luxury lodge for a mysterious five-day leadership training course. Asked
to pick a leader from amongst themselves, they soon realize that nothing is what it
seems at this place, where managers are compared to ancient conquerors and one
corporate taboo after another gets broken.As the group exercise progresses
rapidly from a friendly election to a twisted web of no-holds-barred power plays,
the players don't realize that soon some of them will be facing the harshest
challenge of their lives. The unconventional workshop is about to take a very
dangerous turn, testing the values and characters of its participants in the most
brutal ways and presenting them with the ultimate question: how high a price are
they willing to pay for power?

We're Not Leaving Until We Get a Cookie!
This is a true story about passion, love and adventure. It's beautifully illustrated in
watercolor. Come join Brody and Lulu on their journey to meet their 93 year old
neighbor, Sally. You will love David Mazzarella and his furry partners. They wander
into the Washington wilderness to hike, kayak and relaxsometimes even sleep.

Bibliographic Guide to Dance 2002 V1
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Addilyn had been on top. She had great friends and an even greater boyfriend. All
of that changed with one small decision, one mistake on someone else's part. A
drunk driver took everything she loved away. Everything changed from that
moment on. She was no longer the girl that she once knew. Addilyn couldn't even
recognize that girl in her mirror. After the accident, the ghosts of her friends haunt
her causing her to have terrible nightmares which disrupt her family. When
Addilyn's father gives her mother an ultimatum, her mother makes a difficult
decision. They leave him behind for a better life. Unfortunately, a better life isn't
easily found. They move to town after town until they find one that her mother has
high hopes for. There Addilyn meets a handsome boy, Nash, who sees past her
scars. The only bad news is that he's already in a relationship. Of course, there's
another person in this town that Addilyn hoped never to see again. Weston, he's
the only other survivor of the crash. Surprisingly he ends up being the support she
needs to get through the days ahead. Nash is a huge help too, but the more time
they spend together the closer they get. Even when Nash ends his relationship
with his girlfriend for Addilyn, she pushes him away. It's done out of fear. She
doesn't want to lose someone she loves again, but she can't deny the fact that
there's something huge between them. Along the road ahead Addilyn has some
difficult decisions to make, hearts to break, and long days of recovery ahead. Will
she be strong enough to let go or will her ghosts haunt her forever? Will she allow
Nash in, will she let herself love again? Only fate can decide.
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Everyone Leaves Behind a Name
Mary Kate Dupree has been spinning her wheels for too long. Trapped in an
abusive marriage to an overbearing good ol’ boy, she finally decides to break the
cycle when she heads out to pick up her husband's dry cleaning and instead picks
up a handsome hitchhiker. They impulsively set off on a road trip of self-discovery,
peeling away layers of their dark pasts en route to Niagara Falls, but once there
will they take the leap?

SPIN
Some of us live in one every day. Many of us know someone in one. What are we
talking about? Unhealthy, or otherwise abusive relationships. Unfortunately, it
seems that more and more people are experiencing unhealthy relationships these
days and get stuck in them, unable to break away for a variety of reasons. Leave
the Loser! shares stories from those who have endured such relationships and
provides insight as to why some people stay in them, while others get out. This
book sheds light on some of the most common objections we have with ourselves
as to why we cannot leave an unhealthy relationship, and provides a practical stepby-step guide to support the difficult choice of breaking free. Are you going to stay
in the relationship? Can it work out? How can you leave if that's what you choose?
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Using the practical guidelines in Leave the Loser!, you will be able to assess your
own relationship, make some gutsy choices on what you really want and how you
want to proceed, and then how to make leaving happen, if that is your choice.
Once you've read Leave the Loser!, you will have an invaluable resource at your
fingertips and be inspired to find the courage, freedom and happiness that you've
been looking for, and deserve!

Leave Nothing Undone
Leave the Loser!
Atlanta magazine’s editorial mission is to engage our community through
provocative writing, authoritative reporting, and superlative design that illuminate
the people, the issues, the trends, and the events that define our city. The
magazine informs, challenges, and entertains our readers each month while
helping them make intelligent choices, not only about what they do and where
they go, but what they think about matters of importance to the community and
the region. Atlanta magazine’s editorial mission is to engage our community
through provocative writing, authoritative reporting, and superlative design that
illuminate the people, the issues, the trends, and the events that define our city.
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The magazine informs, challenges, and entertains our readers each month while
helping them make intelligent choices, not only about what they do and where
they go, but what they think about matters of importance to the community and
the region.

Blues & Soul
Jade Darcy and the Zen Pirates
One teashop, two sisters, two heartwarming romance novellas.
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